Test Procedure For Temperature Gauges Used By Catalina Yachts
There are four major sources of temp gauge problems.
1) The temp gauge in the engine control panel may be defective.
Test procedure: Disconnect brown sender wire from “S” (sender) terminal on gauge. Turn on ignition
switch. Pointer must deflect to extreme left. By temporarily shorting together the “S” and the “G” (ground)
studs, pointer must deflect to the extreme right. Re-connect the brown sender wire to the gauge after the
test.
2) The brown sender wire may be disconnected from the sending unit at the engine or shorted to
ground.
Test procedure: Disconnect brown sender wire from terminal at sending unit on engine. Attach brown
wire to a known ground, such as engine block or battery negative. Do not assume the body of sender
is grounded. Turn on ignition switch. Pointer must deflect to extreme right, as in previous test. Disconnect brown wire from ground. If pointer still deflects to extreme right, brown wire is grounded at some point
between the sender and gauge. Check all connection points on brown wire or replace the entire wire.
3) The sending unit may not be properly grounded to the engine block.
Test procedure: If the gauge tests “good” and brown wire tests “good”, touch brown wire to the body of
the sender (the flat area where you would place the wrench to install the sender.) Make sure this area is
free of paint. If pointer does not deflect to right, (as in test above), the sender body is not grounded. Remove the sender, and inspect the threads. If necessary, remove any Teflon tape or pipe dope compound.
Clean the threads, apply some coolant to the threads, and reinstall the sender in the engine.
4) The sending unit in the engine may be defective or the wrong unit may have been installed.
Test procedure: If the gauge tests “good”, the brown wire tests “good”, and the sender ground tests
“good” the sending unit in the engine is defective or the wrong unit may have been installed. The specifications of the correct sending unit is: Stewart Warner, 240 to 33 ohms resistance. There are several other
resistance specifications available but those sending units will not work in this application.
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